Animal space use studies using GPS collar technology are increasingly incorporating behavior based analysis of spatio-temporal data in order to expand inferences of resource use. GPS location cluster analysis is one such technique applied to large carnivores to identify the timing and location of feeding events. For logistical and financial reasons, researchers often implement predictive models for identifying these events. We present two separate improvements for predictive models that future practitioners can implement. Thus far, feeding prediction models have incorporated a small range of covariates, usually limited to spatio-temporal characteristics of the GPS data. Using GPS collared cougar (Puma concolor) we include activity sensor data as an additional covariate to increase prediction performance of feeding presence/absence. Integral to the predictive modeling of feeding events is a ground-truthing component, in which GPS location clusters are visited by human observers to confirm the presence or absence of feeding remains. Failing to account for sources of ground-truthing false-absences can bias the number of predicted feeding events to be low. Thus we account for some ground-truthing error sources directly in the model with covariates and when applying model predictions. Accounting for these errors resulted in a 10% increase in the number of clusters predicted to be feeding events. Using a doubleobserver design, we show that the ground-truthing false-absence rate is relatively low (4%) using a search delay of 2-60 days. Overall, we provide two separate improvements to the GPS cluster analysis techniques that can be expanded upon and implemented in future studies interested in identifying feeding behaviors of large carnivores.
Introduction
The advent of GPS telemetry has transformed the ability of ecologists to systematically quantify animal movement, landscape use, and specific behaviors such as feeding. For large carnivores, GPS telemetry has been used for over a decade to identify feeding events by assessing the proximity of GPS locations to one another in space and time through GPS location cluster analysis [1] . While other methods such as snow tracking [2] , intensive VHF telemetry [3, 4] or even live observations [5] may be used to identify feeding events in certain systems, GPS location cluster techniques can be applied in an efficient systematic manner to quantify when, what, and where a predator kills. Initially, kill rates (e.g., how often a predator kills; [1] ) appeared to be the main parameter sought after using cluster analysis. Studies have since expanded to utilizing the locational aspect of the feeding event data. This "where" component can then be used as input into behavior specific resource selection functions that examine usage with respect to the landscape characteristics [6, 7] , spatial availability of prey [8] [9] [10] or disturbance risks [11] . Combining the "when" and "where" helps provide a mechanistic understanding of the biological processes at hand.
The cluster analysis technique [1] entails: 1) collaring a focal animal with a GPS collar, 2) logging GPS location data on the collar and retrieving the data, 3) identifying potential feeding events from grouped locations of data (GPS clusters), and 4) ground-truthing clusters by field personnel to assess whether the GPS location cluster represents a kill made by the focal collared animal. From here, the characteristics of the animal consumed (species, sex, age, etc.) may be determined.
Data collected in ground-truthing efforts can then be used in predator studies in one of two ways. Assuming that all clusters identified are ground-truthed, the presence or absence of prey remains can be used directly [12, 13] . However, confirming presence/absence of prey at all clusters in large studies or certain systems is impractical. Therefore, a sample of clusters, representative of a wide variety of conditions, can be ground-truthed [14] [15] [16] . Presence/absence data of prey remains can then be used as a binary response variable into a prediction model, which is the focus of this paper. Modeling usually involves relating a binary response variable with a logit link function to a design matrix of spatio-temporal predictor variables, such as the Euclidean distance of GPS locations to one another within the cluster, or the amount of time spent by the animal at the cluster [1, 12, 13] . While many clever spatio-temporal covariates are likely tested in the models, many ultimately end up collinear with each other. Such as the case when the number of nights spent at a cluster is correlated with the duration (hours) spent at a cluster [13] . Incorporating other sources of bio-telemetry data collected independently from GPS location data may improve model prediction accuracy.
Activity data is one such data source yielding information independent of GPS spatio-temporal data. Activity sensor data is increasingly used to give basic information on physical behavior states (i.e., moving vs. stationary) and to identify feeding behaviors of predators [17] [18] [19] [20] . Incorporating activity sensor data as an additional covariate(s) alongside spatio-temporal covariates in a binomial regression model to predict feeding behaviors would be the next logical step for large carnivore feeding studies. McClintock et al. [21] found that by incorporating activity and GPS location data recorded on a marine mammalian predator improved typical behavioral state predictions made with GPS locational data alone. While more complex algorithms could be developed to identify periodicity of activity within specified time intervals [17] , it seems that simple descriptive statistics of the activity data could be calculated for a temporal window around each GPS location, thus standardizing to match the temporal acquisition rate by the GPS collar. The aggregated data could then be used as another covariate in a typical logistic regression feeding prediction model, potentially improving prediction success. Because the unit of analysis is still the GPS cluster location, this post-hoc integration would enable predicted feeding events to be identifiable spatially, rather than merely events in time as done with earlier accelerometer applications with large terrestrial carnivores [20, 22] .
Feeding prediction models can be subject to incomplete detection of feeding events, ultimately leading to naïve estimates of feeding event probabilities, which transfers to other commonly sought metrics (i.e., kill rates). One source of detection error is from GPS location acquisition misses [12] . A second source may be from data transmission delays, where techniques used to retrieve GPS locations from collars remotely, via satellite data uplink, may not operate with perfect success. If ground-truthing visits are done using the individual GPS locations to guide the search effort, a spatially dispersed cluster may be searched inadequately in the case of missing GPS locations. Full recovery of logged GPS locations can eventually be conducted with other methods (i.e., removal of collar), but this is usually done post ground-truthing. Because modeling efforts utilize all logged GPS locations as input, a discontinuity can exist between the data used for ground-truthing the clusters and the data used for the prediction model. The third source of error is also related to ground-truthing, where the amount of time between the formation of a cluster by a predator and the visitation by an observer has a negative influence on the probability a cluster is determined as a feeding event [13, 23, 24] .
While conducting studies on cougar (Puma concolor) feeding habits (i.e., prey composition, kill rate, and resource selection analysis) using GPS cluster techniques in the Front Range of Colorado, we develop two separate improvements to feeding site prediction models. First, we build prediction models augmented with biotelemetry activity data and compare the candidate models to simpler models in terms of model fit and prediction performance. Second, we address various issues regarding detectability of prey remains while ground-truthing. We build feeding site prediction models with and without various covariates concerning detectability and compare the candidate models in terms of model fit, prediction performance, and predicted feeding event counts. Additionally, a double observer study was conducted to assess the ability of ground-truthing observers to classify presence or absence of prey remains up to 60 days after initiation of the cluster by a cougar.
Methods

Data Collection and Ethics Statement
Cougars were captured with the aid of trained hounds, baited cage traps/foot snares, or by using known active feeding sites of collared or un-collared cougars. Baiting involved placing an ungulate carcass at targeted locations and monitoring with remote cameras. Cage traps and foot snares were only deployed once a cougar was found to be actively visiting a carcass or when found at a carcass killed by the cougar. This allowed a capture crew to monitor trap motions at a nearby location continuously via a VHF radio transmitter system. Cougars were chemically immobilized with medetomidine-ketamine, which was then reversed with atipamezole. Cougars responded within 2-5 minutes of administration of immobilization and reversal agents. No cougars were injured during capture. Cursory examination of GPS location data indicated all cougars returning to normal activities within 12-24 hours of capture. Animal capture and handling was conducted under the strict guidelines set forth by a protocol approved by the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (USDA registration # 84-R0045: protocol # . Cougar capture and ground-truthing visitations occasionally occurred on privately owned lands in which permission to access was obtained by field crews.
Cougars were fitted with Vectronic GPS collars (Model: GPS-Plus, Vectronic Aerospace GmbH, Berlin, Germany) programmed to record 7 GPS locations per day (every 3 hours during the night and every 4 hours during the day: 02:00, 05:00, 08:00, 12:00, 16:00, 19:00, 21:00). Collars featured Global Star or Iridium satellite GPS location downloading, basic flash memory data storage, and a two-axis accelerometer-based activity sensor. For each axis of the sensor, activity data was logged as a single continuous measure (ranging 0-255) accumulating for every 288 second block of time. Collars were programmed to upload GPS locations to an email account in near real-time. Activity data, stored on-board, was retrieved by downloading on the ground through VHF transmission or upon removal/replacement of the collar.
Ground-truthing visitations were implemented with a randomized sampling scheme [14] [15] [16] , with a three year study period stratified into 36 monthly intervals (January 1, 2010 -December 31, 2012. At the end of each monthly interval we applied a clustering algorithm script to the GPS collar locations for each individual cougar. Based on spatial and temporal characteristics, the script classified all GPS locations downloaded via satellite into one of five unique selection sets (S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 types) [25] . However, this paper is only concerned with the S1 and S2 cluster types. S1 clusters are any group of at least 2 locations within 200 meters and within 4 days of each other, similar to many other studies [1, 11, 12] . S2 cluster types represented two GPS locations separated by 200-500 m, but with a scheduled GPS location missing (collar failed to record) in between the two GPS locations [25] .
Conducting ground-truthing visits throughout each of the 36 monthly strata ensured that a large temporal continuum of conditions (i.e. changes in season, weather, and human activities) were represented. Random numbers were assigned to clusters within each strata, in which the top two random S1 clusters and the top S2 cluster were visited by a ground-truthing observer. In the rare case that technicians did not have access to the cluster site (i.e., permission denied by landowner or land manager), the cluster with the next highest random number was visited. Clusters were ground-truthed throughout the monthly period following the month the constituent GPS locations occurred in, allowing sampled clusters to be visited a mean of 29.6 days (range = 0-93, stdev = 13.64) post initiation by the cougar (Fig 1) . This monthly sampling period allowed: 1) the cougar to vacate the site in most instances, thus reducing researcher disturbances, 2) a number of potential feeding events to have occurred, thus providing a reasonable population of clusters to be sampled from. In the field, ground-truthing observers were directed to not prioritize within the monthly period by any particular cluster type, cougar, or habitat unless inclement winter weather hindered access to a specific area. Observers were assigned to cougars and geographic sub-regions on a monthly rotation to account for differences in observer abilities. Novice observers were trained and accompanied by an experienced observer for 2-4 weeks, prior to ground-truthing on their own, to aid development of a prey remains search image.
A radius of 50 meters was exhaustively searched for each GPS location composing the sampled cluster site until prey remains were discovered. However, all spatially outlying GPS locations were eventually visited. Clusters were classified with a binary presence/absence indicator of a feeding event. In the case of a feeding event, prey species, age, and sex were identified. Body mass estimates were assigned based on Armstrong et al. [26] . It is assumed that the presence of an animal carcass remains indicated feeding activities, regardless if cause of death was from the focal cougar. Body mass for mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus; the most common prey species found at clusters) less than 1 year of age were calculated [27] assuming a birthdate of June 26.
Feeding Prediction Model
Prior to statistical modeling, but after all GPS location data stored on collars had been retrieved, the clustering algorithm was rerun at the end of the study to incorporate any data un-retrievable via satellite during monthly investigation intervals. GPS locations recorded within 7 days of capture or locations spatially and temporally associated with known natal dens were truncated. Generalized linear models (program R, v.3.1.1) were used with a logit link function to model the binary response of the presence (1) or absence (2) of feeding remains at a cluster as a function of covariates. These covariates were grouped into three major classes: spatio-temporal characteristics of the GPS locations constituting the cluster, activity sensor measures, and ground-truthing error attributes.
GPS location spatio-temporal characteristics take advantage of the particularly long handling times of feeding cougars. However, cougars also exhibit movement behaviors to and away from clusters containing larger prey items over the course of consumption. The number of GPS locations (POSCOUNT) collected at the cluster is a proxy for the amount of time potentially consuming the carcass. Clusters enduring more than a 24 hour period (i.e. > 1 night) were characterized by a binary variable (TIMEBIN24). Most feeding activities take place during the night, while day-time resting activities often occur outside of the cluster defined spatial extent (the 200 m radius), thus the proportion of GPS locations in the cluster that were collected during the night time was a covariate (NIGHTPROP). An interaction between POSCOUNT and NIGHTPROP was included to help distinguish between repeat usage of day-bed sites and that of feeding sites. Spatial dispersion of GPS locations within a cluster (CENTER) was measured as the average distance from the geometric center of each cluster to its constituent GPS locations. However, allowing CENTER to interact with other covariates may allow more dispersed clusters (e.g., clusters with bimodal point dispersion) to be indicative of feeding in certain cases.
Activity sensor data was used to derive metrics that may enhance predictions by scrutinizing between resting and feeding activities. The sensor's X-axis measures the relative amount of forward-backward movements, while the Y-axis measures the relative amount of side to side and head-rolling movements. ACCX was calculated as the mean of all 5 minute activity intervals recorded on the x-axis within a 1.5 hour window of all locations constituting the cluster. This measure was recorded for the y-axis activity sensor as well (ACCY). ACCX and ACCY measures showed significant positive correlation (Pearson corr. coef. = 0.92). Despite this, we retained both measures, but never combined ACCX and ACCY main effects in the same model. Subtracting the ACCY from the ACCX value (ACCXYDIFF), an independent measure harnessing information from the ACCX and ACCY measures was obtained. Specifically, ACCXYDIFF was the average difference of the two axis within a 1.5 hour window. Exploratory examination of the data suggested ACCXYDIFF yielding more positive vs. more negative values at confirmed feeding events. Activity and GPS spatio-temporal characteristics would be expected to have interacting effects, especially in the case of shorter feeding bouts on smaller prey items. Feeding events on smaller prey items would normally be predicted as having a lower predicted feeding probability based on cluster length (i.e., POSCOUNT), but not necessarily so when combined with relatively high activity measures.
Ground-truthing error attributes are nuisance variables that potentially underlie a falseabsence classification of the cluster by a human observer. The GPS fix acquisition success rate (FIXRATE) was calculated on a moving window for a 96 hour time period for each GPS location logged, which then was averaged among all GPS locations in the cluster. The proportion of locations downloaded successfully via satellite linkage (FIELDPROP) was calculated for each cluster. We predicted that a lower FIELDPROP and FIXRATE values would translate to observers having a slightly mis-focused investigation spatially, as an observer's search effort is normally greater near the known GPS locations. Since clusters were ground-truthed anywhere from 1-60 days post feeding, the search lag time (SEARCH_LAG) was used as a continuous variable to characterize an increasing false negative classification rate associated with carcass degradation or dispersion by scavengers over time. Tambling et al. [23] found that the percentage of clusters ground-truthed containing kills declined within the first four weeks, but was constant within the following 16 weeks. Other studies were successful at locating at least some prey remains with time lags of 6-12 months [1, 23] . Therefore we tested SEARCH_LAG as a negative exponential decay function in addition to a simple linear term. The season (SEAS) (SUM: Jun 1 -Sep 30, FAL: Oct 1 -Jan 15, WIN: Jan 16 -May 31), was used as a proxy for general seasonal differences between carcass decay rates associated with weather, as well as potential seasonal differences in the types of prey cougars use. Smaller prey would be assumed to degrade and/or be displaced away from the feeding site quicker than larger prey.
Model Selection and Performance
Candidate models were built using all combinations of the spatio-temporal attributes, activity sensor, ground-truthing errors, and season covariates as individual components. We considered quadratic terms, log transformations, and the afore-mentioned two-way interactions. AIC model selection techniques were used to select the top parsimonious model [28] . For simplification of displaying the model selection results, this top model was then broken down into 16 separate models based on the 4 covariate grouping components: spatio-temporal attributes, activity sensor, ground-truthing error, and season covariates ("SpTemp", "Acvty", "GrndTru", and "Seas" respectively). Interaction terms in the top model sharing covariates between two components were not allowed to occur unless both components were present. These 16 models were then compared using various performance measures of model prediction accuracy. Predictions of each model were applied back to the input dataset of investigated clusters to derive a predicted probability. The predicted probability was discretized into feeding remain presence/absence by choosing a cut-off value. This cut-off value for each model was chosen to balance sensitivity (true-positive rate) and specificity (true-negative rate) [12, 29] . Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) analyses (R package: 'ROCR') were then carried out to calculate the area under the curve (AUC), which ranged from 0-1.0. An AUC of 0.5 would indicate that the model does not predict any better than random chance, while a value of 1.0 indicates perfect discrimination. Theoretically, one can build a model that has perfect prediction performance when validating models with the same set of clusters used in model construction. However, predictions will only be applicable to that particular set of input clusters. To protect against this potential over-fitting, the average AUC measure using K-fold (k = 20 hold out sets) was calculated [12, 30] . A K-fold cross validation AUC measure that exceeds a simple direct AUC measure conducted on the same model may be evidence of over-fitting and thus warranting a model with a simpler structure. In this case, the model term with the least contribution to a greater log-likelihood was dropped.
After model performance measures were calculated, a final reapplication of the model to the entire dataset (all clusters visited and not visited) was conducted to reflect the final feeding event count when ground-truthing errors were and were not accounted for. Values for the variables SEARCH_LAG and FIELDPROP would not be present for unvisited sites and thus were treated in two ways. When accounting for ground-truthing errors, it is recognized that these are nuisance variables reflective of researcher capabilities, and not actually the animal's behavior or GPS collar data. Thus, values for SEARCH_LAG were set to 0 days and the FIELDPROP to 1.0 in the entire dataset. When not accounting for ground-truthing errors, SEARCH_LAG and FIELDPROP values were set to the mean values of what was obtained when ground-truthing (29.1 days and 0.913 respectively) for the whole dataset. A simple enumeration of the predicted feeding events and 95% Wald's confidence intervals (1.96 Ã Std Error), associated with the proportion of total feeding events, were produced for each model.
Double Observer Experiment
To experimentally examine the false-absence rate induced by a visitation delay, a subset of GPS location clusters, retrieved via satellite download link, were visited by an independent investigator during or soon after the cougar initiated prey handling activities. These visitations were termed as "initial investigations". Using the near-real time data downloaded via satellite, this investigation occurred 0.25 days (~6 hours) from the apparent start of the cluster to within 2 days following the termination of the cluster. The automated cluster algorithm [25] was designed to run on larger strings of GPS location data (i.e., monthly intervals), and not for collar data downloaded in real-time. Therefore real-time data was manually assessed (visualized using simple mapping software) for locations where a cougar logged at least 2 GPS locations occurring within approximately 50 m in a 24 hour period. While conducting initial investigations, care was taken to not disturb the cougar if still present; thus a full search was not always possible. A subset of clusters visited during the standard monthly investigation period occasionally coincided as also being the randomly sampled cluster in which a ground-truthing visit was made in the standard 2-60 day interval. This subset of clusters, visited by two separate observers (one at the initial cluster visitation and one at the standard visitation), were the basis for the experimental analysis. This seemingly haphazard sampling of initial clusters occurred because intentionally directing a second observer to visit clusters in which an initial investigation was already made, may cause an observer to put forth a more prudent search unrepresentative of the other standard investigations search effort. Thus the second observer (the one conducting the standard visitation) was completely blind to whether an initial search was even made. Besides allowing an independent classification, it resulted in the second observer's mean search time (31.7 days) to approximate that of all sites visited under the standard monthly visitation scheme of 29.6 days. Simple calculations were made between the standard and initial investigations to determine the concordance of classification (proportion of clusters matched). Since smaller prey items may degrade quicker, a simple small and large prey classification was given for each prey item found.
Small and large prey items were distinguished with cutoff mass of 23.7 kg, which corresponds to mule deer fawn size at the transition from the summer to fall seasons (October 1).
Results
For the three year study period, 33 collared cougars (24 females and 9 males) were monitored for a mean 495 days (range: 46-1000) per subject, resulting in the retrieval of 90,950 useable GPS locations. Using this as clustering algorithm input, 12,096 clusters were classified. GPS acquisition success rates calculated over unique combinations of individual cougars and monthly period were 0.808 (std dev = 0.162, range = 0.19-1.0). Real-time downloads of GPS location data were successful for 92% of the locations stored on the collar. Approximately 5.6 million activity sensor records for the x-and y-axis, collected in 288 second intervals were retrieved, and then aggregated into 90,950 records corresponding to the number of GPS locations. A total of 1,171 clusters were ground-truthed. Prey species found ranged in size from 1-450 kg with 38.2% being small prey items (i.e., < 20 kg). Examining all combinations of the predictor variables, the most parsimonious model contained spatio-temporal, activity, ground-truthing, and season terms (Table 1) . Model selection measures and coefficient estimates for the set of candidate models holding a cumulative 95% of the AICc weight are given in Table 1 . Collinearity between any two predictor variables never exceeded a Pearson's correlation of 0.34. Comparing models reduced to their respective covariate grouping components, the top model (SpTemp + Acvty + GrndTru + Seas) held 0.919 of the AICc weight, while the model without the ground-truthing terms (SpTemp + Acvty + Seas) held most of the remaining (0.08) AICc weight ( Table 2) .
The spatio-temporal components in the best model included the terms: CENTER, POS-COUNT (log transformed), NIGHTPROP, and the interactions of NIGHTPROP Ã CENTER and NIGHTPROP Ã POSCOUNT (Table 1 ). In general, the probability of a feeding event increased as the NIGHTPROP (Fig 2A) and POSCOUNT increased (Fig 2B) . The interaction between these terms indicated that cases with a high POSCOUNT and a low NIGHTPROP were not as likely to represent a feeding event (Fig 2B) , such as in the case of day-bed clusters that were used for extended periods. The CENTER covariate indicated that less spatially dispersed clusters were more likely to represent a feeding event than a cluster dispersed over a larger area (Fig 2C) . However, the interaction between NIGHTPROP and CENTER indicated that a more dispersed cluster could also have a relatively high probability of representing a feeding event if the proportion of GPS locations recorded at night was relatively low. This situation may occur when a cougar day-beds away from the carcass it is feeding on, but within the 200 m spatial window defined by the clustering algorithm.
Activity and Ground-truthing Covariates
Using the activity covariates alone in a model, an AUC measure of 0.819 was found, which rivalled models with spatio-temporal measures alone (AUC: 0.823) ( Table 2) . Overall, models Table 2 . Logistic regression models for predicting feeding presence/absence at GPS cluster sites were compared with AIC model selection, feeding event predictive performance, and predicted number of feeding events.
For simplification, models shown are reduced to components based on: Spatio-temporal (SpTemp), Accelerometer activity sensor (Acvty), ground-truthing errors (GrndTru), and calendar season (Seas) covariates.
Model Selection Predictive Performance
Predicted including a combination of spatio-temporal and activity covariates were superior to ones without this combination, based on much lower AIC scores (delta AIC: > 133) and an approximate six percentage point increase in the predictive performance measures ( Table 2) . The activity grouping, included the x-axis average measure (ACCX) along with its quadratic form (ACCX 2 ) indicated a general positive concave downward relationship between feeding probability and an increase in activity on the x-axis (increased forward-backward movements) (Fig 2F) . A similar relationship was found when testing the y-axis average activity measure (ACCY). The ACCY relationship was not as strong as the ACCX relationship and showed a significant positive correlation with ACCX (Pearsons correlation = 0.934); thus ACCY was removed. ACCXY-DIFF indicated that as the difference between x-and y-axis became more positive (x-axis measures stronger than y-axis measures), the probability of a feeding event increased, while a more negative difference (y-axis measures stronger than x-axis measures), indicated a decreased probability of a feeding event (Fig 2G) . Two interactions were important in models using activity and spatio-temporal terms. The ACCX Ã CENTER interaction was indicative of tightly grouped clusters having a higher feeding probability when activity was higher, and a lower probability when activity was lower (Fig 2I) . The ACCXYDIFF Ã POSCOUNT term allowed clusters with a relatively large number of GPS locations to not represent a feeding site in the case where y-axis movements dominated over x-axis movements (more negative difference) (Fig 2H) , which may occur where a cougar is making repeated travelling movements in a restricted area over a longer time period without feeding. Adding the ground-truthing error covariates, model fit via AIC did improve, but showed no considerable improvement in predictive performance measures. As the proportion of GPS locations available to the ground-truthing investigator increased (FIELDPROP), the probability of a feeding event generally increased, with the effect diminishing at higher proportions, as indicated by the quadratic form (FIELDPROP 2 ) ( Fig 2D) . As SEARCH_LAG increased, the probability of a feeding event did not decrease curvilinearly as predicted, but decreased as a simple linear function of time between the cougar and ground-truthing visitation (Fig 2E) . FIXRATE did show up as an important variable when considering models without the activity covariate, but was less important once seasonality was considered. FIXRATE eventually proved to be unimportant once considering models with activity measures. Not correcting for the ground-truthing errors when making predictions of the count of feeding events resulted in a 9.3% decline in the number of clusters predicted to be feeding events by the top model (Table 2) .
Adding the SEAS covariate, lower AIC scores were achieved along with slightly improved prediction performance measures. However, this seasonal effect was only present in the summer season. Considering SEAS as a dummy variable specific to the summer season; the probability of a feeding event increased. Removing the SEAS covariate from the best model, performance measures of 0.881 were maintained (Table 2) .
Double Observer Ground-truthing Experiment
Standard visits were carried out on 174 clusters visited prior by an initial cluster observer. Feeding events on large prey (i.e., adult ungulates) made up 65.5% of these clusters. Small ungulate prey items (i.e., fawns) and non-ungulates (i.e., meso-carnivores) made up 16.1% and 12.1% respectively. No prey remains were found in 6.3% of the cases. Observers were non-concordant on the presence of prey remains in six or 3.5% of the cases. Of these six, two were when the standard ground-truthing observers misclassified the presence of prey remains, one of which was of a small prey item. Surprisingly, the remaining four cases were of the initial observer missing prey remains that the standard ground-truthing observer did find. Of these four feeding events misclassified by the initial investigator, one was a large prey item, while the remaining three were small or non-ungulate prey.
Discussion
The results demonstrate that modeling the presence/absence of prey remains from groundtruthed GPS cluster investigations can be improved by including other biotelemetry measures in addition to the standard spatio-temporal characteristics of the GPS locational data. Like previous studies, we show that ground-truthing errors can influence the feeding prediction model, but the degree that errors influenced model predictions had not yet been measured. Furthermore, we show experimentally that ground-truthing visits conducted with a search lag of 2-60 days can be highly accurate at determining presence/absence of feeding activities.
The most parsimonious feeding prediction model achieved approximately a 90% AUC. Given that sensitivity/specificity was balanced when choosing a cut-off probability, this corresponded to 90% accuracy (proportion successfully classified). Ground-truthing input utilized all evidence of feeding remains as model input, regardless of prey size. Other previous cougar studies only modeled the visitations that yielded larger prey remains (> 8-15 kg; [1, 11, 12] ). Our study was able to use a wider range of prey sizes, despite having GPS acquisition rates and ground-truthing methods similar to that of other studies [1, [11] [12] [13] . However, making comparisons across studies is difficult, as the methods of choosing the cut-off probability are not consistent.
Season, habitat, and biological characteristics of the collared animal have also been incorporated in previously published models [31] . While potentially independent of spatio-temporal data, including these may yield a less generalizable prediction model. Parameterizing a model to include an individual animal effect (i.e., via mixed effects model) [31] , may also result in a less general model. A more general model would be helpful in the instance where a few telemetered subjects were not accessible to ground-truthing observers; including random effects would not allow predictions to be made easily to these subjects. We do recognize that including random effect terms in a GLM may influence the relationships and coefficients estimated. To test whether an individual effect was present in our data set, we ran all models with the individual identifier as a random intercept term (R 'lme4' package). However, no improvement in parsimony or prediction performance was found (AIC > 709.1, AUC < 0.883).
Activity Complementation
The largest improvement to our model came from implementing aggregated activity measures from the activity sensors as another covariate. The best model utilizing activity covariates alone had prediction performance measures rivaling that of models using only standard spatio-temporal covariates. When used in conjunction with spatio-temporal covariates, the activity covariate provided information on the relative degree of non-resting behavior the cougar was engaged in. While spatio-temporal covariates may indicate whether a predator is stationary or not, activity sensor data helps shed light on whether the stationary predator is engaged in a relatively non-active (i.e., animal is resting more) or active (i.e., animal is potentially feeding) state. Including these spatio-temporal and activity variables in a single GLM allowed us to test and confirm the various interactions between these independent predictors.
We used dual axis activity sensors that produced two measures that were generally correlated. Previous authors noted this attribute [32] with some authors subsequently discarding data from one axis [18] . However, dismissing an axis is not always a good idea, as shown in our analysis with ACCXYDIFF. While actual observational data indicating the types of behaviors leading to higher x-or y-axis activity measures is unavailable, we presume that feeding behaviors can be characterized by relatively more x-axis (forward and backward) motions, while travelling activities can be characterized by relatively more y-axis (side to side) motions. Subtracting y-axis quantities from x-axis quantities seem to have yielded more positive values while feeding and more negative values while not feeding. Future studies using direct observations of feeding and travelling predators would be able to confirm this.
Banfield [19] used cluster analysis and activity sensors to identify fine scale spatial and temporal characteristics of cougar hunting behaviors using a relatively high GPS acquisition rate of 15 minutes. He did not use the spatio-temporal and activity characteristics in the same model, but did initially identify kill sites using GPS spatio-temporal characteristics to define potential kills. Our study also relied on initially identifying potential feeding sites with the GPS location data, and thus our analysis is limited to the temporal resolution of our GPS fix rate and the scale of the identified GPS cluster. Raw activity data were available at approximately 5 minute intervals, but later aggregated to 3 to 4 hour intervals to more closely match that of the GPS fix rate, and then aggregated again to match that of the time spent at the cluster. This was a very coarse assessment of activity that can be improved upon in future studies, especially if shorter GPS acquisition intervals were available. Unfortunately, decreasing the GPS location acquisition interval to a very fine scale (i.e., 15 minutes [19] ) would have a greater toll on battery life; reducing the time span an animal can be monitored. Expected battery life for collars placed on the cougars was approximately 1-2 years, which helped minimize animal recaptures over the course of the study. Reducing collar burden on smaller predators would also come with the cost of shortening battery life.
Considering raw activity data was available at 5 min intervals, further analysis conducted independently of the GPS locational data could reveal further improvements in the identification of feeding events on small prey. Future work may also benefit by incorporating measures from newer technologies, such as high-frequency (16 hz) accelerometer logging, especially if more detailed movements regarding resting and attack behaviors are of interest [33, 34] . However, the coarse-scale accelerometer activity sensor and the simple data analysis demonstrated in our study are readily available to most practitioners. Our "accelerometer only" model (Table 1 : ACVTY) was able to predict feeding activities with reasonable accuracy (>80%), which has not yet been demonstrated in similar cougar studies using fine-scale accelerometer data [34] . Future work should focus on methods that fully integrate both GPS location and activity data in a single processing step aimed at identifying the timing and spatial locations of behavior, rather than initially identifying events based on GPS location data alone ( [19] , this study) or the activity data alone [20, 22] . Then, ground-truthing efforts in the field can focus on gathering sufficient callibration input from both GPS and biotelemetry data.
Ground-truthing Errors
Like uni-and multiple regression analysis done in several past studies [23, 24, 35] , SEARCH_LAG was an important predictor for the probability of feeding site presence. Examining the effect of search lag as a negative exponentially decreasing function showed no improvement in fit over a linear one. FIELDPROP indicated that there was a negative linear relationship, which was induced by imperfect satellite data retrieval methods using our GlobalStar communication system. Having all GPS locations available to ground-truthing observers is important for small prey remains that result in clusters of fewer GPS locations [1, 12, 23] , which are more sensitive to having an inaccurately defined search area where observers focus their efforts. FIXRATE did have an effect in simpler models, but was likely absorbed by the effect of other covariates after expanding to more complex models. Accounting for any effect of fix acquisition rate would be difficult, as an imperfect fix rate can result in clusters not even being established. Thus it is advised that future studies afflicted with low fix success rates use shorter GPS location acquisition intervals (if battery life is permitting) to help avoid such biases. Shorter intervals would likely yield more GPS locations being available as "backup" in the case of short prey handling times. Additionally, shorter fix acquisition intervals should yield improved fix acquisition success [36] .
We included models with SEAS as a predictor, which may not have a sole association with degradation of prey remains, but with the underlying prey availability. Availability of prey, whether temporally or spatially varying, may influence the overall proportion of clusters that are truly feeding events. This may be especially true in the summer season when cougars appeared to shift to feeding on smaller prey more frequently [37] . It is important to note that our robust temporally stratified sampling design was critical for assessing and accounting for the effect of ground-truthing error covariates, as applying a more opportunistic sampling scheme would potentially confound SEARCH_LAG with other covariates.
This study is the first to actually account for ground-truthing errors in final estimates of kill counts/rates, which resulted in an approximately 10% increase in the number of clusters to be predicted as feeding events. Ultimately, this can influence important predation parameters such as kill-rates [1, 12] . Setting the SEARCH_LAG and FIELDPROP variables in the entire dataset (ground-truthed and non-ground-truthed sites) to a value of 0 and 1 respectively, made the assumption that our logistic regression model was created by an adequate sample of observations near these extreme values (SEARCH_LAG 5 days). Failing to meet this assumption may risk having fitted values at these extremes to be determined by highly influential/high leverage observations. While not shown, we did explore whether bolstering the sample of clusters investigated with a SEARCH_LAG of 0-5 days with initial investigation clusters (Fig 1) would change the response of the SEARCH_LAG covariate. Finding no effect with this addition, we feel that the assumption was met.
The experimental test using the double blind observers indicated that a very small proportion (3.5%) of feeding sites may go undetected by an observer visiting 2-60 days post mortem of the prey animal. This initially appeared contradictory to the response shown for SEARCH_LAG and FIELD_PROP covariates in the prediction logistic regression model. However, comparing the number of predicted feeding events using the corrected method (3360 predicted) to the uncorrected method (3040 predicted) it appears that only 9.3% of the events are missed as a result of ground-truthing errors. Upon closer inspection of the experimental data, 4 of the 6 sites misclassified by at least one observer were of small prey items, despite large prey items making up 66% of the feeding events found at all clusters visited twice. This supports suggestions from other studies that most misclassified feeding events are of smaller prey items [12, 13, 38] .
Four of the six false-absence cases when classifying prey presence were when the initial investigation failed to uncover prey remains that were eventually found by the standard investigator. We believe this is because initial ground-truthing observers often visited the cluster without all GPS locations in hand. Additionally, the initial observer must avoid disturbing the cougar while it fed, leading to a less thorough search effort. In these cases of misclassification by the initial observer, the investigation was conducted with only the first two GPS locations of the cluster in hand and therefore was unable to locate prey remains that were likely just out of the search buffer. This was supported by the observational logistic regression model results indicating that the proportion of GPS locations an investigator has in hand (FIELDPROP) when visiting the cluster can influence the probability of finding a feeding event. Future GPS cluster studies using remote data retrieval methods, such as GlobalStar or Iridium satellites, should be aware of this potential issue and make attempts to obtain all GPS location data in hand, constituting the cluster, to direct the search effort.
Visiting a potential feeding site soon after a suspected kill is often the only way mortality can be truly determined, especially considering the role that scavenging may play in the diets of many predators (e.g., cougar; [39] [40] [41] ). Visiting the kill while the edible material is still intact on the carcass is usually necessary for determining sign left by the predator that ultimately killed the prey. Visiting the kill any later, evidence may be consumed. However, this can lead to other problems related to finding prey remains and the ethics of potentially disturbing the predator. In approximately 25% of the initial ground-truthing visits, the cougar was encountered by the observer near the cluster. In most cases, the cougar stayed on site within a short distance of the prey carcass. If the cougar was displaced by the observer, it returned shortly after or later in the evening. While we did suspect a few instances of prey abandonment, it was uncertain that these were directly attributable to observer disturbance.
Conclusion
We provide future researchers studying carnivore feeding behaviors with some readily available improvements. We demonstrate how other biotelemetry data sources (i.e., activity sensors) can be easily integrated into the commonly used logistic regression GLM. Future studies incorporating activity sensor data into a GLM along with GPS spatio-temporal data will benefit by reducing GPS location acquisition rates to more closely match the fine time scale of the activity sensor data. However, practitioners must weigh the cost of reducing GPS collar battery life when making such reductions.
The experimental double-observer study showed that ground-truthing only misses a small percentage (~4%) of feeding events, even with a mean search delay lag of 30 days. The statistical observation model indicated that any missed feeding events are a function of visitation lag and the amount of spatial information available to ground-truthing observers. However, correcting prediction models to account for this source of error, a small increase in the number of feeding events resulted. This increase supports the findings of the experimental study. The methods employed in this study for standard ground-truthing visits followed that of the pioneering studies in similar systems using cougars as a model species, thus we do not believe this error to be completely unique. Therefore, past studies using GPS cluster techniques to estimate parameters (i.e., kill rates), may have produced parameters that were biased low. As sensor technology improves, the amount and detail of information gathered will only improve prediction models. However, the need to create a model training data set will still be present, whether done with ground-truthing visitations by human observers or by other means. Practitioners should be aware of false-absence sources in ground-truthing and the degree at which these errors may affect behavior prediction models.
Supporting Information S1 Dataset. Standard ground-truthing visitation input dataset. This dataset is a table of the unique clusters visited by the standard ground-truthing observer. This is used as the input data set for conducting the logistic regression analysis for predicting feeding sites. Independent variable field names are intuitive to the variable naming used in the manuscript. The dependent variable (binary response variable) is denoted as "FEEDING". (CSV) S2 Dataset. Clusters visited and non-visited. This dataset is a table of the unique clusters (visited and non-visited combined) of GPS locations created the cougars. This is required for deriving the predicted feeding event counts. Field names are intuitive to the variable names used in the manuscript. (CSV) S3 Dataset. Double observer ground-truthing input dataset. This dataset is used for the Double Observer Ground-truthing Experiment. LargeSizedPrey = binary indicator for whether prey found was a large sized animal (>23.7kg), WildUngulate = binary indicator for whether prey found was a mule deer or elk, Visit1FEEDING = binary indicates whether the initial ground-truthing observer found prey remains, Visit1SEARCH_LAG = number of days passed between the start of the cluster and when the initial ground-truthing observer visited the site, Visit2FEEDING = binary indicates whether the second (standard) ground-truthing observer found prey remains, Visit2SEARCH_LAG = number of days passed between the start of the cluster and when the second (standard) ground-truthing observer visited the site. (CSV)
